INSTITUTE OF NON-FERROUS METALS

PUBLIC COMPANY

COUNTRY / REGION:
Poland/Upper Silesia

CONTACT:
Róża Borysawska
Innovation and Technology Transfer Centre
roza.borysawska@imn.gliwice.pl
+48 32 238 05 07
www.imn.gliwice.pl

ADDRESS:
Ul. Sowińskiego 5
44-100 Gliwice

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
• is the main research and development centre of Polish non-ferrous metals industry;
• conducts complex activities that cover all stages of metallic materials production: from ore treatment to technologies for production of modern products meeting all environmental standards;
• provides R&D services targeted for: development of new technologies, optimization of industrial processes, modernization of production lines, construction of equipment, measurement and analytical services;
• has extensive contacts in industry which gives us a possibility to perform research works not only on laboratory but also on a pilot and industrial scale;
• develops solutions which are implemented in large, medium and small enterprises; not only in non-ferrous industry but also in other branches;
• is experienced in participation in national and international EU projects;
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